
 

 

 
 
 

Appellants Response to Horizon Engineering Report by Larry Spielvogel, PE, FASHRAE, and Mark Lentz, PE. 
June 4, 2010 
 
Following is the exact text of the Horizon Engineering report.  Horizon was engaged by the USGBC as an Independent 
Consultant.  Horizon's comments are in black and red.  Where shown in red, Horizon's comments support and confirm 
the allegations in the appeal.  The detailed responses by the appellants are in blue and follow each item in Horizon's 
letter.  We apologize for the poor formatting. 
 
It must be emphasized that LEED® Certification is granted on the basis of design documents and completed 
construction.  While some changes may have been made post-design, post construction, and post-certification that 
might bring this project closer to compliance with the LEED® prerequisites, those changes have not addressed the 
major deficiencies in this project and cannot be considered as the basis for LEED® Certification.  Therefore, as stated in 
the appeal, even a single instance of noncompliance with the ASHRAE Standards is conclusive grounds for not 
meeting the LEED® mandatory prerequisites, and thus not qualifying for LEED® certification at any level. 
 
What really matters is the conclusion reached in the court of public opinion about whether LEED® Certification really 
means anything in the face of USGBC’s refusal to decertify installations where certification is achieved on the basis of 
false representations. 

 
Horizon Engineering has finished their review of the allegations concerning the LEED investigation 

of Northland Pines High School. Listed below are the allegations and our review comments for each of the 
commissioning relates items. 
 

Except for the determination of the date of inclusion of commissioning specifications into the 
constructions documents, all other prerequisite LEED commissioning requirements were met. 

 
31. Allegation: Violation of 6.2.5.4 System Commissioning. HVAC control systems shall be tested to 

ensure that control elements are calibrated, adjusted, and in proper working condition. For projects 
larger than 50,000 ft2 conditioned area, except warehouses and semiheated spaces, detailed 
instruction for commissioning HVAC systems (see Appendix E) shall be provided by the designer in 
plans and specifications. 

Independent consultant review comments: This statement is not referenced anywhere in the LEED 
2.1 NC Reference guide. 
 
Appellant Response:  This allegation is a direct quote from Standard 90.1, paragraph 6.2.5.4.  Since compliance with 
Standard 90.1 is a LEED® prerequisite, it must be followed.  These requirements were not included in the plans and 
specifications. 

 
32. Allegation: Appendix E of ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-1999 contains the reference to 

ASHRAE Guideline 1, The HVAC Commissioning Process. Under LEED 2.1 NC, Prerequisite EA 1 
requires six specific procedures be implemented including review of design intent, basis of design, 
documentation, and incorporation of commissioning requirements into the Construction Documents. 
Establishing design intent involves establishing “occupancy requirements, “”system functions, 
energy, and air quality and environmental performance criteria8.” One violation is noted for the 
failure to issue detailed Commissioning requirements with the Construction Documents, however, 
substantially more may have occurred. 

Independent consultant review comments: ASHRAE Standard 90.1 is not a referenced standard in 
LEED 2.1 NC EA Prerequisite 1. The credit requires that best practice commissioning be provided 
specifically to: 

 Engage a commissioning team that does not include individuals directly responsible for project 
design or construction management; 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 





 


Review the design intent and the basis of design documentation; 
Incorporate commissioning requirements into the construction documents; 
Develop and utilize a commissioning plan; 
Verify installation, functional performance, training and operation and maintenance 
documentation; 
Complete a commissioning report.



 

Information Requested Status 

A Engage the Commissioning Team Received, Complete 

B Review the Design Intent Received, Complete 

C Incorporate the Commissioning Documents into 
Construction Documents 

Cx Specifications Received can not verify date. 

D Submit a Commissioning Plan Received, Complete 

E Functional Performance Data Received, Complete 

F Complete a Commissioning Report Received, Complete 

 
 
 

Note - Based on the information supplied in the appeal, it is not clear that commissioning requirements 
were included in documentation before the bid date. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Appellant Response:  Since compliance with Standard 90.1 is a LEED® prerequisite, it must be followed. 
Commissioning requirements must be but were not included in the bid documents or addenda issued prior to bid. 
 
 
33. Allegation: The Commissioning process was (1) not executed in accordance with LEED 2.1 NC, 

(2) not executed in accordance with ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-1999, and (3) not 
executed in accordance with ASHRAE Guideline 1, 1996. The requirements of LEED 2.1 NC and 
ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-1999 were violated. 

Independent consultant review comments: 


 


 


The date of inclusion of commissioning specifications into the construction documents was not 
verified by this reviewer. All other prerequisite commissioning requirements were met. 
ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-1999 is not a referenced standard in LEED EA 
Prerequisite 1. 
ASHRAE Guideline 1-1996 is not a referenced standard in LEED EA Prerequisite 1. 

 
Appellant Response:  Since compliance with Standard 90.1 is a LEED® prerequisite, it must be followed.  These 
requirements were not included in the bid documents or addenda prior to bid. 
 
34. Allegation: ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1-1999 and ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-1999 

both have substantial design computation and documentation requirements which require design 
review by the Commissioning Agent. The nature and extent of the deficiencies observed in the 
design and in the field by the reviewing professionals indicate a high probability that the design 
team either failed to prepare the necessary computations, failed to engage Commissioning 
Services in time to provide the required design review process, or that Commissioning Services 
were not performed in a competent manner by the Commissioning Agent. 

Independent consultant review comments: 
 ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1-1999 and ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-1999 are not 

referenced standards in LEED EA Prerequisite 1. 
 A design review is not a specified requirement of this prerequisite; rather it is a requirement of EA 

Credit 3. The scope of the design review includes the following: “The independent Commissioning 
Authority must review the design at the schematic design (and construction document) phase. This 
enables the Commissioning Authority to verify that each commissioned feature or systems meets 
the owner’s requirements relative to functionality, energy performance, water performance, 
maintainability, sustainability, system cost, indoor environmental quality, and local environmental 
impacts.” 

 While this credit covers energy efficiency that the appellant cites, the scope to which the appellant 
expects of the Commissioning Authority is not a requirement of the credit. To expand the scope to 
which the appellant is implying, would mean that that the Commissioning Authority would also have 
to do a complete construction estimate of all trades, sustainability review of all features, including 
architectural. These activities are not requirement of the commissioning credit. 

 
Appellant Response:  Since compliance with Standards 90.1 and 62.1 are LEED® prerequisites, they must be followed. 
These commissioning requirements were not included in the Northland Pines bid documents or addenda prior to bid. 
 
Paragraph 6.2.5.4 of Standard 90.1-1999 on System Commissioning references ASHRAE Guideline 1-1996, The HVAC 
Commissioning Process, in Appendix E of Standard 90.1.  This 54 page ASHRAE Guideline includes two full pages of
numerous requirements for commissioning work to be done before construction starts, plus two more pages of pre-



construction commissioning documentation requirements.  Despite investigation and requests by the appellants, no
evidence that this work was performed has been found, nor have the USGBC independent consultants been able to discover 
or find anything.  The Guideline also includes extensive examples of specification language for commissioning, none of
which is included in the Northland Pines bidding specifications. 
 
There is no evidence that any pre-construction design review was ever performed. 
 
Anyone knowledgeable about building commissioning should know about and be familiar with the ASHRAE
Commissioning Guideline.  ASHRAE publications set the standard of care for the industry, which is one main reason that
USGBC references, co-sponsors, and relies on them. 
 
35. Allegation: The problems with this design should have been readily apparent to anyone familiar with the requirements of 
ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-1999 and computational procedures of ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1-1999. Indicators of 
non-compliant designs include: 

1. The use of VAV reheat systems using a recirculation path without the 
benefit of: 

a. An outdoor air injection fan or parallel dedicated outdoor air system. 
b. The necessary controls to ensure adequate outdoor air delivery at low 

flow conditions at all air handling units. 
c. This would indicate a solution probably noncompliant with both 

ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1 and ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 
90.1. 

2. Uniform VAV Reheat air terminal unit air flow percentages approximating 
30%. This would suggest some awareness of the reheat limitations of 
ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1, but a lack of awareness of the 
fact that the 30% of peak flow had been deleted from 
ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-1999 and indicative of failure to 
perform the Ventilation Rate Procedure computations required by 
ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-1999. 

3. Uniform VAV Reheat air terminal unit air flow percentages greater than 
30%. This would suggest both lack of awareness of the reheat 
limitations of ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-1999 and indicative 
of failure to perform the Ventilation Rate Procedure computations 
required by ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-1999. 

4. Minimum outdoor air percentages lower than 50%. This indicates the 
improper use of the Multiple Spaces Equation for VAV systems, if the 
ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-1999 Ventilation Rate Procedure 
computations have been performed at all. 

Had the Commissioning Process reviews required by LEED 2.1 NC and ASHRAE Guideline-1 been performed, most, if not all of 
the deficiencies identified by the reviewing professionals should have been identified by the Commissioning Agent and corrected 
by the design team prior to the issuance of Construction Documents. 
Independent consultant review comments: This is a design issue and not a commissioning issue.  The Commissioning 
Authority is not responsible for design. 
 

Appellant Response:  A design review is required of the Commissioning Agent for the specific purpose of identifying 
design deficiencies so that they can be corrected prior to bid.  Since compliance with commissioning provisions of 
Standard 90.1 is a LEED® prerequisite, the requirements of Standard 90.1 and all referenced documents must be 
followed.   
 
36. Allegation: As of seven days prior to the Bid Date, the Construction Documents should have, but failed to include detailed 
commissioning specifications. Issuance of commissioning requirements subsequent to the bid date would not have satisfied the 
requirements of LEED 2.1 NC and would have caused in the installing Contractors to not including the cost of their 
Commissioning responsibilities in their bids. 
Independent consultant review comments: Based on the information supplied in the appeal, it is not clear that commissioning 
requirements were included in documentation before the bid day. 
 

Appellant Response:  Since compliance with commissioning provisions of Standard 90.1 is a LEED® prerequisite, 
they must be followed.   
 
Further investigation is required to determine if commissioning was incorporated into contract documents. 
See response to Allegation #33, Section A. 
 
 
 


